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in my diploma thesis i would like to work on a concept for an incubator for start-up design offices in buenos aires, argentina. buenos aires has a livley cultural 
scene oriented to european culture but the infrastructure is still underdeveloped.
the site is in a dense urban context. the building needs to communicate the idea of a single identity to the exterior and show the uniqueness and complexity of 
multiple offices on interior facades.
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site 

SAN TELMO, BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA

_argentina is strongly influenced by european culture

_buenos aires is one of the most developed cities in latin america

_it is the industrial an commercial center of argentina and known in south america for its
    cultural scene

_the infrastructure for young artists and designers is still underdeveloped

_the centre of buenos aires is framed by the two districts palermo and san telmo

_ the district palermo borders on the north side of buenos aires centre
    and is characterised by tourism and wealthy residential areas

_san telmo s urbanistic potential could be compared to kreuzberg, berlin and the lower
    east side, new york ten to fifteen years ago

_architectural qualities
   borders in the north on buenos aires centre, the rio de la plata in the east and  
   the rio chuelo in the south
   small plazas, narrow streets, block size 10.000 m

_cultural qualities 
   lively cultural scene, street art
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INCUBATOR - DESIGN CENTER

_centre for start-up offices of local young designers

_single identity / corporate identity for multiple early-stage-offices

_incubator -  shared infrastructure, collective knowledge, collaboration, exposure, pr

_NOT an exclusive office building but a combination of secure offices and working areas 
   as well as retail and exhibition space to assure a public flow through the building and 
   accelerate the interest in the offices

_ secure spaces 60 % 
   architecture and design offices, workshops, 1 conference hall , support
_non secure spaces 40 % 
   1 exhibition space, 3-5 design shops & furniture showrooms, 1 frontdesk and lobby

_approximately 8 000 squaremeters

_designers are able to rent office space for a maximum of 4 years to allow a 
   constant fluctuation

program

bergamot station, arts center, santa monica
_galleries
_museum
_campus like complex

brewery art walk,los angeles
_resident artist 
_artist studios / lofts
_ architects, sculptors, painters, musicians,
    photographers

art play, moscow
_architecture offices, furniture showrooms, exhibition 
   space
_hosting workshops for the public
_single building

pacific design centre, los angeles, hollywood
_large scale design centre
_furniture and design, showrooms, theatre, conference
    center
_mall like typology

merchandise mart, chicago
_large scale design centre
_furniture and design, showrooms, offices, high design, 
   luxury goods
_mall like typology
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_i would like to explore how structure can define the different needs of the program 
   and work as a filtering device that creates an collective exterior facade as well as
   unique interior facades with different permeability in a single building
_i would like to work with the contrast between cellular clustered small volumes 
   (secure spaces) and highly accessable, security filtering, connecting, large volumes 
   (represenative spaces)

_dependant on the program extremly different spacial qualities are needed, 
   differenciation in terms of size, accessibility vs security light conditions and presentation

_viewing access from the exterior - presentation - communicating corporate identity - 
   present as a whole consisting of multiple unique elements
_interior viewing relations connecting accordingly restrain different programs -
   interior facades

_structure - facade - transparency

_structure - spacial volume

_structure - ornament

red bull pavilion

electric dreams

space station

factory for today

structural ornament

strucutre - spacial volume - transparency

architectural ambition

previous projects




